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	2018 March New NetApp NS0-180 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new NS0-180 Real

Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest NS0-180 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 70Q&As Download:

https://www.braindump2go.com/ns0-180.html2.|2018 Latest NS0-180 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NmWvgCroaHyerAaG0uaE_FNg8mpE8ftB?usp=sharingQUESTION 1What is the next step

if you must escalate an open case?A.    Upload the support case and core data files to NetApp Suport and to Engineering.B.   

Clustered Data ONTAP triggers the AutoSupport mechanism automatically again.C.    Call NetApp Support and ask to speak to the

duty manager.D.    Call NetApp Support and open a new case.Answer: CQUESTION 2You want to install a new clustered Data

ONTAP 8.3 system with a FA8080. The customer has unused licenses available from a clustered Data ONTAP 8.1 system.What

should be considered in this scenario?A.    You can use your licenses from the clustered Data ONTAP 8.1 system for the new

clustered Data ONTAP system.B.    You must call NetApp Support for evaluation license keys.C.    You can use your license from

the clustered Data ONTAP 8.1 system for about 90 days.D.    In clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 and later, use node-specific license keys

that will only install on the controller for which they were purchased.Answer: BQUESTION 3After proper cabling the NetApp

CN1610 cluster switches, you notice that joining the second node to a cluster fails because the node is not able to communicate with

the other node.What would be the reason for this malfunction?A.    CN1610 is unsupported in newer clustered Data ONTAP

versions.B.    The NTP server is not set.C.    The FASTPATH version is not supported.D.    The cluster switches must be Cisco

switches for two or more nodes in a cluster.Answer: CQUESTION 4You will be performing a new cluster Data ONTAP 8.3 or later

installation. Which three tools would you download to facilitate this task? (Choose three.)A.    Config AdvisorB.    Cluster Config

BuilderC.    OnCommand System ManagerD.    System Setup toolE.    SLDIAG toolAnswer: ACDQUESTION 5Click the Exhibit

button. Customer wants to modify the properties of their SPI Web services as shown in the exhibit.What is the reason for the error?

A.    The customer is trying to modify a service by specifying the wrong type of SVM (Vserver).B.    The customer is trying to

modify a service that does not exist.C.    The customer is trying to modify a service by specifying the wrong service name.D.    The

customer is trying to modify a service by specifying incomplete parameters.Answer: CQUESTION 6You are asked to install a

cluster that consists of two FAS8060 controllers and four DS2246 shelves. The customer wants two stacks of shelves (10-11 and

20-21).According to NetApp, how many SAS cables are required to complete this installation with MPHA?A.    10 SAS cablesB.   

12 SAS cablesC.    8 SAS cablesD.    6 SAS cablesAnswer: CQUESTION 7What is a protocol?A.    SnapRestoreB.    CIFSC.   

SnapMirror/SnapVaultD.    FlexCloneAnswer: BQUESTION 8According to NetApp best practices, which two sets of protocols

would be assigned to the same storage virtual machine (SVM)? (Choose two.)A.    FCP, NFSB.    CIFS, iSCSIC.    NFS. CIFSD.   

FCP, iSCSIAnswer: CQUESTION 9You are verifying multipathing from the host to the storage controller.Which three components

should you verify? (Choose three.)A.    Verify that all switch ports connected to the hosts and storage devices are online using the

vendor's GUI.B.    Verify that both FC HBA ports in the host are online using the HBA vendor's GUI.C.    Verify that the FC HBAs

WWNN's are in the igroup in the SVM.D.    Verify that the SVM's LIFs being used for multipathing are attached to the correct same

physical FC port.E.    Verify that the storage controller FC target ports status are online with the switch port showing the FC switch

to which they are connected.Answer: ADEQUESTION 10You are planning to move to a newer clustered Data ONTAP version.

Which two resources should you review prior to the move? (Choose two.)A.    Software Setup GuideB.    IMTC.    Upgrade Advisor

D.    System Administration Guide for Cluster AdministratorsAnswer: BCQUESTION 11A customer learns that a certain NetApp

tool allows remote data collection, intelligent core file handling, and notification of down storage controllers for technical support

analysis and troubleshooting.What is the name of this tool?A.    RSAB.    HWUC.    SynergyD.    HW AssistAnswer: A
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